
2021 VINTAGE

The 2021 vintage combines freshness and fullness, with the promise of great balance. It expresses the weather 
conditions that shaped it: a wet start to the season with cool soils, which were slow to warm up; followed by an 
explosion in the growth of the vines from June, with the arrival of the sun. The plant grew and flowered at the 
same time. Precision work by the vineyard team made all the difference here, by removing lateral shoots. Another 
factor marking the vintage on the island was the wind sweeping up the plains, cleaning up the environment, 
limitating the number of bunches and concentrating the juices. The Syrahs have created surprise this year, with 
their berries the first to be picked on Thursday 19 August. Their notes of small red fruit – blackcurrant, raspberry, 
strawberry, grenadine – and their light colour are a great success. They dance with finesse and lightness. The 
Grenache grapes, harvested the following Tuesday, show all the expected qualities. They are plump and full of 
taste, drawing their structure and their rich, deep texture from the schist. One of the Domaine’s signatures. 
The Cinsault grapes, picked a little earlier, are invigorated by pink grapefruit aromas. Their liveliness underlines 
the saline notes of the vintage, as do the Tibouren grapes. The Mourvèdre grapes evoke red cherry. The Rolle 
grapes meanwhile, entirely dedicated to the Domaine’s white wines, are complementary. One expression is 
silky and delicate, while another shows pear-like texture and fragrant flesh. For both white and rosé wines, the 
2021 vintage is built on a saline matrix, which reinforces the sensation of freshness. A characteristic of the island 
terroir of Domaine de l’Ile.  

harvest

Rolle : 20, 25 and 31 August
Syrah : 19 to 28 August

Grenache : 24 to 30 August
Tibouren : 27 August

Cinsault : 26 August to 1 September
Mourvèdre : 30 August to 3 September

rosé blend

26 % Syrah, 25 % Cinsault, 22 % Mourvèdre
21 % Grenache, 6 % Tibouren

surface under production

32.3 hectares of vines
5 hectares of olive trees

DOMAINE DE L’ILE VINEYARD

terroir

Shale source rock, clay
Dry climate moderated by the marine influence

Mistral and dew, even in summer

white blend

100 % Rolle


